### TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

**SEC. 21**

**Initial Pt. COR. Garibaldi (STONE A) IN R 10 W., WM.**

**HISTORICAL:** CS reference system records show 2"'s to be 35000'.

**MAP:** B-17

**MAP:** A-1678 JLC 1969

### CONDITION

**FOUND:** STONE "A" -- a 1 1/2" iron pipe in a concrete tile -- located between roadway and Southern Pacific Railroad tracks -- Northerly of tracks

### COMMENTS:

1970 checked corner and bearing objects -- all O.K.

---

### REWITNESS

**I SET**

- **Post:** N.W. South 15 feet
- **Hat Section:** S. E.

**NEW ACCESSORY:**

- **Power Pole:** 74 1/4' N 72° E
- **N.W. Cor. House:** 31 3/4' N 35° E
- **"5G" Nail in blacktop:** 11 1/2' N 35° W

**COMMENTS:** High track in house 2 1/2' above the ground.

---

**HISTORICAL:**

**IN THE PRESENCE OF:**

- **Al Duncan**
- **George Irvey**
- **Gale Arthur**

**DATE:** 1-15-69

**PHOTO:** SECC

---

**COUNTY CORNER TAG ATTACHED.**